Sent: Friday, July 12, 2017
Subject: National Negotiations Update

Sisters and Brothers,
This is in reference to our ongoing Railroad National Negotiations/Mediation. This
morning I received and email from our Bargaining Coalition Chairman, Bob Scardelletti,
outlining a discussion he had this morning with NCCC Chairman Ken Gradia.
Mr. Gradia advised Brother Scardelletti that he will be sending us a revised proposal
from the railroads in the very near future, and will be contacting us to arrange future
mediation dates.
He further advised Bob that the proposal he will be providing us will be similar to the
one they gave to the UTU/BLE-T bargaining coalition. Another meeting is scheduled
with the UTU/BLE-T coalition for July 19th. I expect ours to be scheduled shortly after
that. Since the proposal they gave to the BLE-T is posted on their website, and I'm
certain many of you have already seen it, I am attaching it for your review.
Unfortunately, it is a very weak and bleak proposal. As soon as I receive the formal
proposal they give to us, I will share it with you.
Again, thanks for the support of your locals and your members during this most difficult
bargaining round. I will update you when we receive their newest proposal.
If you have any questions pertaining to the foregoing, please don't hesitate to contact
me.
Fraternally and in Solidarity,
Bill Bohne, Jr.
Director - IBEW Railroad Department
202-728-6016

Synopsis of June 29, 2017 NCCC Proposal
Compensation — General Wage Increases (GWIs) totaling 11% over 5-year term of Agreement
and the Carriers have taken retroactive application of general wage increases since January 1,
2015 off of the table:
3% already in effect since 01/01/15;
0% for 2016;
2% effective on the date of the agreement;
2% effective 07/01/17 or the effective of the agreement, whichever is later;
2% effective 07/01/18 or the effective of the agreement, whichever is later; and
2% effective 07/01/19 or the effective of the agreement, whichever is later.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Health & Welfare:
Currently, each employee pays (on average) 7% of the costs of medical treatment at the
point of service through deductibles, coinsurance, copays, etc., which is called the
Actuarial Value (AV) of the Plan. The Carriers proposal would change that AV ratio to
require that the employee pays on average 15% of the costs at the point of service
through the following plan design changes (all fixed-dollar values would be indexed
annually and increased as necessary to preserve the AV ratio at 85%-15%:

1.

• Individual Deductibles
Type of Service
Current (individual/family)
MMCP in-network
$200 / $400
MMCP out-of-network
$300 / $900
CHCB
$200 / $400

Proposed (individual/family)
$700 / $1,400
$800 / $2,400
$700 / $1,400

• Annual Out-of-Pocket Maximums
Type of Service
Current (individual/family)
MMCP in-network
$1,000 / $2,000
MMCP out-of-network
$2,000 / $4,000
CHCB
$2,000 / $4,000

Proposed (individual/family)
$3,000 / $6,000
$6,000 / $12,000
$6,000 / $12,000

•

•

increases in the percentage of coinsurance you will pay
Current
Type of Service
Plan You
MMCP in-network
95%
5%
MMCP out-of-network
75% 25%
CHCB
85% 15%
MMCP co-pay increases as follows:
Treatment Type
Primary Care Physician
Specialist
Urgent Care facility
Emergency Room

Current
$20
$35
$20
$75

Proposed
Plan You
80% 20%
60% 40%
70% 30%
Proposed
$25
$50
$25
$125

•

Active employee prescription plan changes (all fixed-dollar values would be indexed
annually and increased as necessary to preserve AV):
o in-network retail:
Type
Current
Proposed
Generic
$5
$10
Formulary brand
$25
$35
Non-formulary brand
$45
50% ($50 min / $125 max)
Specialty
$45
$125
o in-network mail order:
Type
Current
Proposed
Generic
$5
$10
Formulary brand
$50
$70
Non-formulary brand
$90
50% ($100 min / $250 max)
Specialty
$90
$250
o plus, additional and new limitations on prior authorization, step therapy, and
quantity/duration limits.

•

ERMA (early retiree) prescription plan changes:
o in-network retail:
Type
Current
Proposed
Generic
$2
$5
Formulary brand
$6
$25
Non-formulary brand
$6
$45
o in-network mail order:
Type
Current
Proposed
Generic
$5
$5
Formulary brand
$5
$50
Non-formulary brand
$5
$90
o plus, additional and new limitations on prior authorization, step therapy, and
quantity/duration limits.

2.

In addition to increasing the employee’s costs at the point of service, monthly employee
contributions would be increased by almost $50.00 per month in the next two years, using
the current contribution methodology (15%) and capped as follows:
Effective Date
Cap
07/01/16
$228.89
07/01/17
$245.00
07/01/18
$260.00
07/01/19
$275.00

3.

Cadillac Tax process to implement Plan Design changes (i.e., further reduce benefits) as
soon as possible to bring Plan value below tax threshold in the event the Plan would be
subject to payment of excise tax.

4.

Continue negotiations on CBG H&W proposals for benefit enhancements presented on
March 22, 2016, but GWIs are subject to reduction in order to fully offset the costs of any
CBG-proposed benefit enhancements that are included in the National Agreement.
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Work Rules:
5.

Adopt the following NCCC-proposed changes:
o for BRS/NCFO/IBB —
 eliminate any contractual obligation to use Company employees for a) signal
installation at public road crossings and b) building construction, repair and
maintenance,
 require any employee to perform “incidental work” covered by any classification
of work rule or scope rules applicable to maintenance of way, signal, or
communications work so long as the “incidental work” does not comprise a
“preponderant part” of the employee’s assignment, and
 in addition to the above, require any employee to perform “simple tasks” covered
by any classification of work rule or scope rules applicable to maintenance of
way, signal, or communications work for up to two (2) hours per shift, which
hours do not count in calculating the “preponderant part” of the assignment;
o for BRS, adopt rules currently applicable to BMWED regarding —
 1) establishing or changing the starting time of the regular shift, 2) designation of
location for where paid time begins and ends, and 3) the scheduling of work days
and rest days, including the duration of the regular shift on a work day, for signal
forces, while working in support of a maintenance of way production gang, and
for signal construction gangs while working at the same location as a maintenance
of way production gang, and
 provisions for establishing or changing the starting time of the regular shift that
would be applicable to maintenance of way employees who are not working in
maintenance of way production gangs at that same location as signal forces
assigned to maintenance positions;
o for BLET and SMART–TD (The Carrier’s proposal would give them the right to
impose the following new rules with little or no additional negotiations and in some
cases replace similar and better on-property specific rules already in place) —
 establish a process to implement rules governing (1) automated job selection and
placement (eliminating bidding and bumping), (2) self-supporting pools
(eliminating guaranteed extra boards), and (3) pool regulation by starts instead of
miles, with an expedited and compressed negotiating schedule followed by
mandatory, final and binding arbitration, in which the arbitrator’s jurisdiction is
limited to (i) the specific changes identified in the carrier’s proposals, and (ii) an
award that does create additional cost for the carrier,
 broaden current “Enhanced Customer Service” rules to allow a carrier to
implement an experimental relaxation of certain work rules for a 6-month period
when it can show that relaxation of those work rules would improve operational
efficiency and service levels, and
 eliminate all distinctions between road service and yard service by creating
“enhanced” road/yard service zones on each line/route emanating from a terminal
or yard that would extend the further of (i) 25 miles from existing switching
limits, or (ii) the first main (branch) line siding, within which both road crews and
yard crews could be required to handle any locomotive(s), car(s) or train(s) — and
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perform any work, including serving industries — without additional
compensation or penalty.
6.

Disposition of CBG-proposed work rule changes:
o continue negotiations on CBG coalition proposals regarding vacation, personal leave,
bereavement leave;
o continue negotiations on the following craft-specific proposals —
 for BLET/SMART–TD, meal allowances, fatigue and transportation of high-level
radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel,
 for BRS, wage responsibility adjustment and off-track vehicle insurance,
 for NCFO, wage rate differential adjustment,
 for IBB, unified rate of pay and prohibition on subcontracting, and
 for ATDA, supplemental sickness benefits;
o withdrawal of all other CBG work rule proposals;
o NCCC reserves the right to advance work rule proposals and counterproposals to the
above CBG proposals; and
o GWIs are subject to reduction in order to fully offset costs of work rule improvements
resulting from CBG proposals.
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